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ABSTRACT
Reported is the 1970-71 school year of Vermont's

Consulting Teacher Program (Burlington) during which one consulting
teacher, one consulting teacher intern, and one consulting
teacher-in-training assisted 37 teachers and three aides in providing
special educational services for 79 students in regular elementary
classrooms and two students in special classes. The report examines
service and research activities such as (consultation with district
teachers, an accredited course for district teachers, a fall
workshop, and followup of two students served in 1969-70); teacher
preparation (involving two inservice workshops, accredited course
work and practicum experience in classroom application of behavior
modification principles); parent involvement; and dissemination
activities. The appendix contains sample service/research projects in
which participating teachers describe particular students, behaviors
which the teacher desired to change, teaching/learning methods and
materials, baseline and contingency date, and results. vmq
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ABSTRACT

A cooperative project of the College c,f
Education, University of Vermont; Divi-
sion of Special Educational and Pupil
PersoAnel Services of the Vermont State
Depavtment of Education; and the Burlington
District in Chittenden County; funded
under Title VI-A, Elementary and Sec-
one,ir.: Education Act.

During the 1070-1971 school year, the Consulting Teacher

irogram in the Burlington School District provided special edu-

cational service:; fol., 79 children eligible for special education.

services enrolled in regular elementary classrooms and two en-

rolled in spcial cliselrows. One Burlington consulting teacher,

one consulting tcache..- intern, and one consulting teacher-in-

training assisted 37 teL.chers and three aides who requested eon-

Julting services. Cooperating teachers obtained daily measures

of educational e...d d2ficiti, of children eligible for

special et;I:caLior. cervicc., which were then ameliorated through

i.pplications of b-havior :,:!ification principles. In addition,

the consultin tcacher -tarf conducted workshops for teachers

during the fall and a::rino, terms to provide in-service training

in behavior rtod5ficatica principles, and the consulting teacher

offcre6 a grodua*e c,:caticn course each semester for

t;ch.),-)1 t. u.+
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INTRODUCTION
4.

The consulting teacher, in cooperation, with the classroom

teacher, seeks to provide special educational services to eligible

children who are enrolled in regular elementary classrooms.

These services are provided through systematic applications of

learning principles and are evaluated through functional analyses

of behaviors of concern. For a more complete description of the

rationale and method of the consulting teacher approach to special

edwzation, the reader is referred to the 1968-19E9 Yearly Report

of the Consulting Teacher Program, Volume I.

SERVICE AND RESEARCH

Procedures

In the Burlington School District, the consulting teacher

team included a full-time consulting teas-her, one consulting

teacher intern, one consulting teacher -intraining, one full-time

aide, and one half-tine aide. Costs for the program were met

by the district and Title VI ESLA State of Vermont funds. The

Burlington Schcol District provided office space, necessary

supplies and equipment for thk prograr, Social Security benefits

for the consulting teacher and consulting teacher intern, and

over half of tht consulting teacher's salary.

Th,_ consulting teachc,r spent four rh tach week consulting

with district teachers, providing a UVt accredited course for

McKenzie:, H. 196P-19F9 Yearly Report of the Consulter. Teacher
EnuE,f11, Vol. I.: Burlinpton, Vt., Consultinp T,acher Program,
College of-Education, University of Vemont, 1970,
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district teachers, and assisting the consulting teacher intern

and consulting teacher-in-training in the fall workshop. One

day each week was spent consulting with the UVM program staff

members concerning program goals and the effectiveness of

classrcom procedures.

The consulting teacher intern spent three to four days

each week in the school district, while the consulting teacher-

in-training worked two to three days for the district. The

remaining days were spent on coum,1 work at UW, consulting

with UVM program staff members on individual service projects

in the schools, and preparation of materials for workshop

participants. Services provided by the consulting teacher intern

and the consulting teacher-in training included consulting with

workshop and course participants, making classroom observations,

and assisting teachers with workshop and course requirements.

The consulting teacher intern and the consulting teacher-in-

training co-directed a fifterJn-week workshop for inservice

training of teachers in the fall. In the spring, the consulting

teacher intern and consulting teacher-in-training each directed

workshops. The supervision of the consulting teacher intern

and the consulting teacher-in. trairing's practicur experience

was provided by Dr. Edward M. flanle.y end Betsy M. Schneider,

Special Education Program staff members.

Results

A total of 79 children were servc.d in the schools of Auams,

Champlain, John J. Flynn, S. W. Thayer, Lawrence Parnes, Lawrenck,

Barnes !'nncx, Christ the King, and Burlington High School.
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Seventy-seven of these children were enrolled in regular elementary

classrooms, while two children were enrolled in special classes.

Seventy-nine children demonstrated changes in desired directions

as indicated by graphs deidicting measures of behavior. In addition,

indications of improvement were reported by teachers, parents,

and other school personnel. Of the 79 children served, 19

children were provided special procedures for the entire school

year. Twenty-one children received special attention for two

or more behaviors. For each child served, a written report

was prepared which included a brief description of the child,

definitions of behaviors of concern, measurement procedures,

teaching/learning procedures, and results. Reports were provided

for each child's permanent record folder, as well as for the

parents of each child. Due to space limitations, only repre-

sentative studies conducted by teachers will be presented

herein. Complete descriptions of all the studies will be

available upon request from the Consulting Teacher Program,

University of Vermont.

Behaviors of concern included academic behaviors such as

attending to reading, arithmetic, and work materials completion

of self-assigned tasks, writing, and spelling, and social behaviors

such as speaking out without p,..rmission, thumbsucking, mispro-

nunciations, following school rules, and disruptive: and aggressive

bchaviors.

Effective: teachings learning procedures devised for increasing

appropriatc classroom bchaviors included the use of immediate and

frequent tcachcr praisc for desired behavior, opportunity for
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wear badges and pins, cards sent home, and tokens presented for

appropriate behavior. Tokens were later exchanged for free time

activities, games, special school jobs, small trinkets, home praise,

time with a parent, or money given at home. For some children,

teacher praise for appropriate behavior was effective in decreasing

inappropriate behavior.

Follow up procedures

Of the 29 children served during the 1969-1970 school year,

follow up services were provided for two elementary children

on the basis of requests from current teachers. Services

included conducting service/research projects of behaviors of

concern for the current year. A third child left the Burlington

School District and received follow up services from a consulting

teacher -in- training in a neighboring district. For some of the

children, current inforLiation, such as satisfactory academic

levels, achievement test scores, uades and promotions were obtained

through telephone conversations and meetings with current teachers.

For the other children, no requests for follow up services were

made.

TEACHER PREPARATION

Inservice - Workshop

In cooperation with the Burlington consulting teacher, the

consulting teacher intern and consulting teacherin-training

conducted two workshops for inservice training of teachers. A

half-year workshop was held at Thayer School for ten teachers from

three ( Two second



workshops were conducted serving six teachers from one parochial

school and four teachers from four public schools.

During the first semester, participants met for one hour

sessions, one afternoon a week, for 15 weeks. During the second

semester, participants met individually with their instructor

at least one hour a week for 15 weeks. Course work included an

introduction to learning principles. Practicum experience involved

classroom applications of these principles in providing special

educational services to handicapped learners. Movies were

available for the teachers during workshop sessions which pertained

to the application of principles of learning theory in the

classroom.

Each participant undertook a service/research project in-

volving a handicapped learner. During a specified daily period,

the teacher observed and recorded the behavior as it occurred

in the classroom. Objectivity of definition and recording was

provided by the consulting teacher intern and consulting teacher-

- in-training. When initial measures which defined behaviors of

concern were obtained, the teacher arranged the classroom envi-

ronment so that the defined behavior of the child was modified

in the desired direction. The consulting teacher intern and

consulting teacher-in-Training also helped each teacher develop

programmed instructional materials when warranted by children's

handicaps.

The efftctiveness of a particular teaching/learning procedure

was monitored by graphs depicting daily measures of behavior.

If the graphs did not show changes in the desired direction, the

procedure was modifie( or a n .w procedure was introduced. In
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this way, the teacher assumed the responsibility for arranging

the classroom environment so as to provide measured educational

growth.

Procedures found Jfective for one period during the day

were often carried out by teachers during the remainder of the

clay. In addition, three teachers used similar procedures for

other children in their classrooms.

Consultants from the University for these workshops included

one psychologist and one U.V.M. consulting tsacher from the

staff of tie University program.

Inservice U.V.M. Accredited Course

The Burlington consulting teacher offered an undergraduate/

graduate level course in education (Laboratory Experience in

Education: Achieving Educational Objectives for Handicapped

Learners, I and II) during the fall and spring semesters for

17 teachers and one aide in the Burlington School District.

Four of the 18 teachers enrolled in the course for both semesters.

Fall classes were held weekly for one-hour sessions over a 15

week period in the Thayer Elementary School. During the spring

semester, classes were held each week for each teacher on an

individual basis.

During both semesters, classroom teachers applied techniques

and procedures for managing and educating handicapped learners

in regular elementary classrooms. Work units developed by the

Consulting Teacher Program, individual readings, and films were

provided for the teachers.

During the fall semester, the consulting teacher intt.rn and

the consulting teacher-in-training assisted the consulting teacher
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by making classroom observations, by providing individual help

to teachers enrolled in the course, and by testing the teachers

on completed work units.

During the spring semester, the consulting teacher intern

assisted the consulting teacher by working with one teacher en-

rolled in the course for the entire semester.

Role and Training of Consulting Teacher Aides

One consulting teacher aide was employed full-time, while

a second aide was employed on a half time basis. The major role

of the full-time consulting teacher aide was that of technical

assistant. Technical assistant duties included collating, tabu-

lating, and graphing the daily measures of behaviors obtained by

each teacher; obtaining measures simultaneously with teachers

to ensure objectivity of measurement and recording procedures;

calculating reliability coefficients, ranges., and averages for

each project; developing data sheets for individual teachers;

insuring that teachers were provided with adequate materials;

and the preliminary writing of reports.

The half-time aide graphed data and performed secretarial

duties which included filing data, case studies, and other

office materials; preparing reports; ordering office supplies

and learning materials; and completing office forms for

expenses. In addition, the aides mimeographed and collated

teaching/learning materials used in teacher workshops and

courses.

In general, training of the half-timc aide was undertaken

by the consulting teacher intern who demonstrated how to plot
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measures on graph paper and how to record daily data on tabu-

lation sheets. The full-time aide had participated in the Barnes

Annex Workshop during the 1969-1970 school year. Thus, when she

began the current school year, she was familiar with the procedures

used by the consulting teacher. The full-time aide enrolled in

the fall semester course and carried out a service project at

Burlington High School in the ASPIRE program.

PARENT INVOLVEVENT

Service/research projects were undertaken with the informed

and written consent of the parents. Conferences were held with

the parent in order to explain procedures and obtain written

permissions. Some parents expressed interest in helping their

children at home.

One parent carried out a project at home for her son.

Twelve parents cooperated with the classroom teachers by providing

reinforcers in the homes at the appropriate tires.

DISSEMINATION

ML.etings were held with the Director of Pupil P,rsonnel

Services for the Burlington School District as well as the school

psychologist, guidance counselor, and principals to provide

information on cur,nt activities and progress of children served.

In addition, meetings wore held to plan dirtctions and servic(s

for the ensuing yLar.

The consulting teacher, consulting teacher intern, and
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a school district teacher, presented the Consulting Teacher

Program services at the Superintendent's Luncheon in the fall

of 1970. The consulting teacher and a school district teacher

were guest lecturers at a course in Physical Education for the

Atypical Child at the University in December. The consulting

teacher also presented a paper at the Second Annual Convention

for Behavioral Educators at the University of Kansas in May,

1971.

The consulting teacher intern presented, with workshop

participants, the results of the spring workshop at Christ the

King School.

Both the consulting teacher intern and the consulting

teacher-in-training participated in a presentation at Trinity

College, VEA Convention, and the consulting teacher intern

also attended the Convention in Kansas in May.

At the Second Annual Convention for Behavioral Educators

in Burlington, in ?'ay of 1971, three consultees from the Burlington

District presented their service projects.

Visitors to the district Consulting Teacher Program and

elementary schools included a representative from the follow

Through Data 2etrieval Center at the University of Kansas, four

representatives from the Waterbury Elementary School, eight student

teachers from England, two specialists from Brattleboro schools,

and a principal and superintendent from the Ludlow school system.

In addition, '4iss Jean Garvin interviewed the consulting teacher,

trld visited one elementary school during an evaluation of the

Special Education Program, Collcre of Education. Miss Jean
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Garvin and Piss Josephine Taylor also visited the district during

a Bureau for the Education of the handicapped site visit.

Letters requesting individual evaluations were sent to all

teachers and aides participating in the program, as well as to

the principals and the parents whose children were served.
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Anne Browne - Adams School

PROCEDURES

Subjects and classroom

Rachael, Ronny, and Cal were pupils in a transitional first-

grade classroom of 12 children, Each of the pupils had previous

kindergarten experiences, but lacked the appropriate academic

and social skills to enter an average firstgrade classroom.

The teacher noted that the majority of her pupils did not

complete their assignments, made careless errors, and were very

easily distracted from their work. Their lack of motivation

and inability to work independently greatly hampered their

success. For these reasons, the teacher decided to set up

a contingency management program for her entire class. Mea-

surements were kept and graphed for all 12 children, however.,

only the individual data for Ronny, Rachael, and Cal and

the averaged whole class data will be presented.

Cal was a six-year-old boy, who had poor writing skills

and showed a lack of coordination. Ronny was an unmotivated

six year-old boy who seldor completed his work. Rachael, a

six-year-old girl, had been excluded from attending her

afternoon class because of inappropriate social behaviors.

Through the systematic use of a token system, the teacher

previously decreased Rachael's inappropriate social behaviors

and was now interested in improving lwr academic behaviors.

Behaviors and me.asurements

Three s'Decific lan e behaviors were 1.1 These were
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measured for each pupil in the class.

The daily writing lesson included ,4riting the name of the

day, the month, first name, last name, and address. The teacher

made a model of the capital and small form for one letter of the

alphabet on the bo.ard. Each child was required to write each

form five times. Each of the words written correctly was scored

as one response. Thus, a total or 15 correct responses was

possible. Criteria for "correctly written" were: the letter

or letters touching the bottom line of tha primary writing taper,

as well as the appropriate line above the letter, legible and

correctly formed according to the teacher's model.

Four individualized teacher prepared work papers were pm-

sented daily to each child. Papers included work in reading,

readiness work and recognizing color words. The percent correct

was calculated for each paper. The four percentages were then

averaged.

The third behavior measured was the perce nt correct in reading

workbook assignments. Each child was assigned two pages from the

workbook daily, individualized to his specific level. The

percent correct for both pages was calculated and averaged.

To insure objectivity of definition and measurement procedurs,

an independent observer periodically calculated percentages

correct. Reliability was 100% in all casts.



A multiple baseline design across the three behaviors was

used to demonstrate the relationship between the behaviors and the

systematically applied consequences used to modify them. Measure-

ment of the three behaviors for all 12 pupils provided a baseline

against which changes were evaluated. The teacher then applied

consequences for each behavior at diffJrer,t points in time during

the course of the school year.

A Teaching /learning methods and materials

The first two hours of the morning were conducted as an inde-

pendent study time when the pupils completed their individual

assignments.

The teacher corrected assigned worksheets as the children worked

on them, by placing big red C's next to the correct responses.

Instructional materials for language included teacher pre-

pared worksheets and the Palo Alto reading workbook (Palo Alto

Reading Program: Sequential Steps in Reading. liarcourt, Brace and

World, Inc., 1968.)

Baseline

The teacher corrected each paper as the children worked and

recorded the number of correctly written letters and words, the

average percent correct for four workpapers, and the average

percent correct for the two reading workbook pages.

Contingency (writing only)

A token system was established using points contingent upon

academic work. When the child finished the writing lesson, he
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raised his band and the teacher corrected it immediately by

circling those letters or ,ocrds which met her criteria. Incorrect

responses were ignorci and imiivioual instruction was given at this

tire. One point was given for each correctly written word and

each correctly written letter. The points were recorded on an

index card marked off in 100 squares. The pupil continued working

to col :plate his tour work papers and workbook, but points were not

given for these blaviors at this time. All three behaviors

continued to be measured by the teacher.

At the end of the T*rning, the pupi] used his points to buy

activities during, a "fun time'' period. Activities such as painting,

using the work bench, and playing in the doll's house had a higher

cost than activities such as blocks, puzzles, and games. 'Later on,

when points were also made contingent on correct work papers and

reading, the prices of the activities were raised because of the

increased earning power of the children.

Any child who did not spend all of his points fcr fun time used

the r.3maining points to buy 'class helper' jobs for the following

day. The pupil with the greatest number of points was able to

choose his job fitst. The one with the next largest number of points

chose next, and so on, until each child had a job. Those children

who ha(: no points .o.ft over, chose. last. In this way, all points

uarnec for that day were used and a new point card was begun the

next day.

Af*ur nine. c!,,Lys of contingent points for writinp, contingent

points w,rt_ sy:itL7qatically applies'. to the work papers. When the
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four papers tiere corpleted, the child raised his hand and the teacher

corrected the ,:ork. The pupil received 10 points for a perfect

(100%) paper. Thu3, it each paper were 1001 correct, a total

of 4C points could be earned. If the child corrected every mistake

on his paper, he earned 5 points. One point was given when the

child wrote his name on each paper. Thus, a possible 44 points

could be earned for work papers, bringing the: total possihlk' points

to be. earned for writing and work papers to 59. The prices of the

fun time activities were increased proportionately.

After these procedures had been in kffcct over a 1° day poriod

for writing and work papers, contingent points were also given

for correct workbook assignments. The child received 20 points

for a corpletcly correct page in th( workbook. Inlen he corrected

all errors, he received lr points. one point was given for

writing his name. Thus, a total of 41 points was possible for

workbook assignrents, making it possible to carp a tottl of 100

points. As before, prices on th, fun tim, activities erc raised

accordingly.

REWLTS

Fir-urc 1 shows the. T-kasurerents obtained for the class avtragt .

The: TN en nurtkr c.f corre'c't 1-spcnr,es in ,,,ritinp during tas,line vas

1-ss thin 1. htn points wc rad, cntinr.nt upon correct writinr

tLhavior, t!-0_ class rave rap, incr(ac-t(4 to a of 7 correct r,spons, r.
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Luring baGeline, the class average for pezcent correct on work

papers was 77%. During contingency, it increased to 85% correct.

The average percent correct for the workbook behavior during base-

line was 76% and during contingency, it was 87%.
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Fig. 1. Daily class averages for three different
Language behaviors.

Figure 2 presents the measurements for Ronny. During baseline

in writing, the mean number of correct responses. was less than 1,

ranging from 0 to 3. When points were applied contingently, correctly

written responses increased to a mean of 8 with a range of 1 to 14.

During baseline, the mean percent correct on work papers was 81%,

ranging from 42% to 100% correct. The mean percent correct increased

to 91% during contingency, ranging from 73% to 100% correct. During
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baseline for the workbook behavior, the mean percent correct for

Ronny was 74%, ranging from 0% to 100%. When points were systematically

applied, the mean increased to 94% correct, ranging from 62% to

100% correct.
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Fig. 2. Daily correct language responses for Ronny.

As presented in figure 3, writing responses during base-

line, averaged less than 1 for Rachael. She received a score of

1 on one day only, and 0 on all other days. During contingency,

writing responses increased to a mean of 7, ranging from 1 to 12

correct responses. During baseline on work papers, the mean was 77%

correct, with a range of 0% to 100% correct. When points were
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applied contingently, the mean increased to 85%, ranging from

44% correct to 100% correct. During baseline for the workbook

behavior, there was a mean of 70% correct and a range of 0 to

100% correct. During contingency period for workbook behavior,

the mean increased to 94% correct, ranging from 66% to 100% correct.
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Figure 4 presents the results for Cal when the token system

was applied contingently. During the writing baseline, correct

responses averaged less than 1, with a range of 0 to 2. During con- .

tingency, the mean number of correct responses increased to 7, rang-

ing from 1 to 12. In baseline for the workbook behavior, a mean of 70%

correct was obtained, with a range of 52% to 100% correct. When points
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were applied contingently, the mean increased to 88% correct, ranging

from 67% to 100% correct. The mean number of correct responses

for the baseline in the workbook behavior was 74%, with a range

of 0% to 100% correct. During contingency, the mean increased to

94% correct, ranging from 67% to 100% correct.
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Fig. 4. Daily correct language responses for Cal.

Figures 5 through 10 reflect the writing skills of Ronny,

Rachael, and Cal at different points during the study.
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DISCUSSION

The systematic application of learning conditions was moni-

tored by precise measurement of academic behavior. Measures obtained

during baseline conditions were lower than those obtained during

contingency for all pupils in the classroom.

The token system used was both effective and easily monitored

by the teacher. General classroom behavior became more acceptable,

and all of the pupils developed improved independent study habits.

As is demonstrated by the examplcs, the writing behavior of Pachael,

Ronny, and Cal, especially, improved. The accuracy in written work

also increased in all cases.

It was reported that the children continued to maintain these

improved study habits in their afternoon class with another teacher.



Sister Germaine - Christ the King School

Subject and classroom

PROCEDURES .
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Peter was an eight-year-old boy in a second-grade classroom

of 35 children. He attended a parochial school in a middle income

area. Peter's teacher was concerned about his attitude toward

school, as well as his academic work. He rarely attended to the

task at hand, played with his erasers and crayons, sharpened his

pencil, and walked about the room. His assignments were seldom

complete and frequent errors were the rule, rather than the exception.

Peter found few friends in school, and was often chided for his

incorrect answers. His general attitude was one of unhappin(ss

and dislike for his situation. Peter's parents were extremely

dissatisfied with his acachimic progress, as well ae his behavior

at home. He was often heard to say, 'No one likes me. I want to

die. The boy was also receiving psychological services at the

time of this study.

Behavior

It was dccided to measure Peter's academic and attending behavior

during math periods. The percent complete and the percent correct

of the daily math assignment were recorded by the teacher. The

percent of attending was obtained by observing Peter at the end of

every three minutes during the 30-minute study period. Thenumber

of times he was engaged in study, i.e., face oriented to task,
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divided by the total number of observations (10), multiplied by 100,

yielded the percent of attending bc:havior.

Measurement and reliability

The percent complete and percent correct were measured by

the teacher during the daily 3O- minute: independent study period,

from 1.00 to 1 30. Attending was measured periodically by the

teacher or consulting teacher.

To insure objectivity of definition and measurement procedures,

a second observer recorded attending behavior at the same time and

in the same manner. Reliability for the academic data was foune

by the second observer independently calculating the percent

correct and complete on individual assignments. Both the

teacher and the observer were in 100% agreement for all seven

reliability checks for both academic and attending responses.

7eaching/learning methods and mat, rials

During math, the teacher instructed thi entire class. A

30-minute independent study period followed when children were

to compltte their assignments in the workbook. Papers were then

passed in for correction. During the study period, the teacher

circulated among the children, answered questions, and occasionally,

placed a correct mark on the work of various pupils.

Baseline

Occasionally, the teacher prompted Pk'tur to begin his work,

and helped hire find the necessary materials (pencil, eraser.)

She measured the percent complet, and percent correct of 'nu

assigned work, as well as the percent of attending, throughout
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Contingency

The teacher began to consistently place ''big red C' on the

correct answers on Peter's assirnment, and praised him for his good

work. At the same time, she ignored any incorrect responses. When

Peter worked appropriately, he received a 'happy face card' to take

home which stated, '1 have worked hard today.' With the parents

cooperation, Petkr received enthusiastic praise at home for receiving

these cards. The cards wkrt exchanged for at least ten minutes of

undivided attention from Peter's father. When five cards in one

week were earned, Peter accompanied his father on a special activity

during the weekend.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows that during baseline: the average percent complete

of the daily work assigned to Peter was 93%, ranging from 67%

to 100*. The average percent correct was 76%, with a range of .

50% to 97%. The average percent of attending was 80 %, with a range

of 70% to 100%.

When teacher attention, big red C's, happy face cards, and

parent attention at home were made. contingent upon 1'k-ter's appro-

priate academic behavior, all three behaviors increased. The

percent comilet( increased to a mean of 99%. On all but one day,

Peter complv:cd the total assignment. The percknt correct increased

to a mean of 97, ranging fror 73', to 1009. The percent of attending

increased to i man of 979,, ranging from 90* to 1000 .
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Fig. 1. A measure of Peter's completion, accuracy and

attending during math periods.

DISCUSSION

Systematic and consistent application of various modes of

teacher and parent attention successfully increased the academic

behavior of Peter. A scientific verification was not carried out

because it was felt that it would be detrimental to the child.

During this study, Peter's attitude appeared to change. The teacher

reported he was much happier in school. He volunteered answers,

smiled, made new friends, and experienced greater success in all

acaieraic areas. He was reported to have selid, "I really like work

now. I just made up my mind to do it, and I cans" His parents
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reported a happier attitude at hore with fewer undesirable

behaviors bcinv emitted. They were Lxtremcly pleased with

his improved acad ',tic success.
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Sub'ect and classroom

Matthew was a ten-year-old fourth -grack boy who attended

a parochial school. Matthew experienced great difficulty in

reading, and was at least a year behind fourthgrade reading levc1.

Matthew's spelling was inaccurate. HV scored no rorc than four

words correct out of kwenty on any spelling test given during the

year.

Behavior

Since Matthew had not passed any spelling tests that year,

the teacher chose to work on spelling behavior. On the Monday of

every week, Mritthew was given a list of 2R spelling words to study

in any way he chose. Hi was requirr.d to write- each word ten times

and pass this in to the teachur on Thursday of the sarc week.

On Friday, flatthew and his class were. pros(nted 20 of the. 2P

words. Ttst words wer( randomly chor;(11 by th, tt;Ichtr.

Mcctsurcvnt arid reliability

The behavior measured was tht p(rcent correct on final

spelling test. Rkliahility asurls wc.re carried out by a second

observer periodically correcting tht test indcpindtntly, and com-

paring the results with the teacher's data. Both the observer and

the teacher w, re found to be in lon arr. tmlnt on Ill three

reliability chtcks.

leaching /learning methods and materials

The weekly list of spelling words was taken from thk fourth -

gradi sptllinp book, my Word Book - Four (Lyons and Carnahan, 19g2.)
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Baseline.

The tt acher pradi d thk wt. c k 1 y t. cat t "y placing an
x hc. sick. tht missp( 13 +..:d words and writinp tht, p( re, nt correct

at Ut.. top of tilt: pagt . Tht test Wfl E; then rt turn( ci to Math, w.

ContinLITsI

Tk. ttachkr correctkd tht witkly tFlt by placinp a

red 'C next to the words spclikd corrtctly. At thk top of the

parr sh. placvd th. pc!rccnt correct:. Vatth(w was told that wh( n

ht compltted tht: written assignmynt (ach wetl. and ohtaintd a score

of 701, or bt.tt(r on thy test, ht_ would tarn the ripht to atttnd a

Boy Scout meting for that wcvk. Tht 701 cormct critvria rk.raint.d

in tit t et for four wtekr., at which tir tht. crittria was incr,.ast:d

to 8O cornet for four mon wecks. Finally tht critrie wak; in-

creased to 854 correct, when: it rewintd for th. rk!st of the study.

Matth,w's mothur allowed him to attt.nd thy Boy Scout mtotinps

when ht rut criteria.

riurt 1 shows tht p, rct nt corr. ct for ..ach w, (1y sp( llinp
tt-st . During baA.lint , tht (1\4 ragt pt_.i.c,:nt corn. et was 1R% , ranging
from 5$ to 21)();

During contingt.ncy, Mattht.w 1 s tA.r,t scor' r ineniist.d to an
nisi., of 86"., orrt,ct , with a rang( of 611(?) to 911(= . Mat tik.w Ira t

t,. st,.11,1i:;h«1 crittri,1 on all occos i one; t-ut two.
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DISCUSSION

The systematic application of a home consequence for appro-

priate academic behavior was demonstrated to successfully increase

the spelling accuracy of this fourth-grade boy. The teacher began

to consistently praise Matthew for his appropriate work in spelling

and other academic areas. She reported a general improvement in

his reading ability as well. The success of this study depended

upon the consistent application of the reinforcement by Matthew's

mother. Without her cooperation, the results of this study might

have been less dramatic.

This study demonstrates the effectiveness of parent/teacher

cooperation in helping to improve a child's academic behavior.
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Dorothy Hamilton - Thayer Elementary School

PROCEDURES

Suhjcct and classroom

Tammy was an tight- vicar -old child in th( fourth ycar of

school. She had a minimal hearing loss. In the past the school

speech therapist worked with Tammy on articulation probltms.

Tammy's classroom teacher worked with small groups of four

to fivc children to develop specific skills in rtading and math.

There were 21 children in the: classroom.

Behavior

At the, beginning of the school year. Tammy's teachkr noted

that Tammy mispronounced the: consonant ''s* in nearly every word

in which it occurred. 1711(..n Tammy mispronounctd an s' , the teacher

often asked her to say thc word again. Tommy occasionally substi-

tuted another word without an s and thus avoidcd another mis-

pronunciation.

Tilt. teacher discusntd tht possibility of more thrrapv scssi.ons

with the sptech thcrapist. Sincf Tammy could product. the 's' correct-

ly when she mad, a concentratcd effort, thc spcf ch the rapist

indicattd that more sessions wcrc nct ne,ded. Fowcvcr, practict

in normal conversation wrIs essfntinl.

A mispronounced s' was defin,d as a 'th' sound produced by

improptr formation of th, tongut and t,cth.

Feacur. mt:nt and reliability procodurts

During a small grout) rcoding str.sion of fifteen rinutcs dun,-
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tion, the teacher depressed a tally counter every time Tammy mis-

pronounced an -s'. A second observer counted and tallied mispro-

nounced s s' during the same time period on several occasions.

Teaching /learning methods and materials

During the fifteen-minute session, the teacher asked the group

questions about a specific story in a basal reader. All children

had an opportunity to answer and discuss the questions when called

on by the teacher.

Baseline

The teacher depressed the tally counter whenever Tammy emitted

a mispronounced 's' . She did not ask Tammy to repeat the words,

but continued with the lesson.

Contingency

The teacher explained to Tarny what she had been counting.

Tammy was given a bar graph with the results of the last day of

baseline colored in. On any day when Tammy made the sare or less

mistakes than the day before, she was allowed to color in the graph.

Measurement and reliability procedures wc carried out by

the teacher and an independent observer in the same manner as before.

FESULTS

Figure 1 shows that during the five days of baseline procedures,

the number of mispronunciations ranged from 4 to 19, with an average

of 1 mispronunciations.

M.:rink. nine days of continpency procedures, the number of

mispronunciatjons ranged from 0 to P, with an average of 3.
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Measurements of reliability were obtained on five occasions

throughout the study. Figure 1 shows this reliability by co-

functions.

1 2 3 $ 6 7 5 9 ICI 12 14

SAUL !NE CON TIMIENCY

SESSIONS
0 SECOND 06SglivEsi

Fig. 1. Daily number of mispronunciations made by Tammy.

DISCUSSION

Through an AB design, it is apparent that "graph-feedback"

procedures may have been effective in helping Tammy produce the

correct "s" sound. The teacher reported that Tammy was also attempt-

ing to pronounce the "s" sound correctly during other periods of

the school day.

It is not possible in this design to deliniate which variable,

if any, controlled the child's behavior--that of the child's know-
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ledge of the teacher's tally procedures, or the praphinp contingency

itself. flowever, the teacher developed an effective procedure for

follow up activities after Tammy had reccived help from a school

specialist.
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Connie Miles - Lawrence Barnes School Annex

PROCEDURES

39.

Subject and classroom

Connie was a seven-year-old girl in the first grade. The

preceding fall, Connie obtained a score of 36 (low-medium) on the

Metropolitan Readiness test. This study was carried out in the

learning center where Connie's class went daily.

Behavior

Connie citterrpted little of the assigned work during the 30

minute learning center period. When she hurried through the work

at the end of the period, it was inaccurate. Connie's printing

was poor. Her teacher asked her to copy a model letter, upper

case on one side of the paper, lower case on the other as many

times as possible in a fifteen-minute period. An overlay with

thicker model letters was placed over Connie's paper. If her

letter fit within the confines of the model, the letter was
s

judged accurate.

rcasurement Procedures

The teacher counted the number of correctly formed letters.

Baseline 1

The ttacher gave Connie a pencil, an 'eraser, and lined paper

with cne model upper case letter on one side ane one model lower

case letter on the other. At the end of a fiftecn-rinuto period,

the teacher collected the paper.
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The teacher made a special loose leaf notebook for Connie.

When Connie accurately formed at least 10 letters during the

fifteen-minute period, she was allowed to put the page in the

book and take it home. The teacher also went to Connie at

three-minute intervals and checked her work for accuracy.

Scientific Verification

The teacher kept Connie's notebook which Connie thought

she had left at home. She did not rake checks for accuracy at

three minute intervals.

Contingency 2

For the first four days, the teacher reinstated the three-

minute accuracy checks. The notebook was then returned on the

fifth day.

Thinning

The time period was shortened to 711 rinutes, and the teacher

made one accuracy check in the riddle of the period.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows that during baseline the nurther of accurately

formk.d letters rangLd fror 0 to 3, with an average of 1. During

Contingency 1, there was a ranee. of P to 21 correct letters, with

an average of 14. During scientific verification, correct letters

ranged from 1 to 8, with an average of 4. In Contingkncy 2, the

range was 7 to 25, with an average. of 15. When th' thinning process

was instituted, the range was 1E to lq, with an average of 13

correct letters.
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DISCUSSION

Connie's rate of correct letter fovmation rose dramatically

during both contigency periods. The three-minute checks by the

teacher when reinstated alone during the second contingency, for

the first four days showed that this was as effective a reinforcer

as the notebook. The rate stayed almost exactly the same when

the notebook was returned. However, during the thinning process,

when Connie was allowed half as much time to work and the teacher

made one check, she still maintained an average of 13 letters.

The teacher reported that Connie took great interest in her

writing work, she asked to do over the letters that were assigned

during the reversal period, and she was able to tell the teacher

which would be the correctly formed letters before they were checked

with the overlay.


